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Case History

In the Houston, TX area a client presented a

The well produced 60 barrels of oil while flowing to the

pumping well that had fallen to 2 bopd and 5

production tanks. Once the well was put back on produc-

bwpd. The well was scheduled for recompletion

tion, it started producing 12 bopd and 27 bwpd.



Decreased interfacial tension



Increased pore penetration



Increased production



Decreased production



High interfacial tension



Possible water block



X-Chem XpediateTM ME-310 Complex
nano-Fluid



ment down the borehole solution



but it was decided to try a chemical remediation
treatment first.

When you have production declines due to solids, water

X-Chem technical experts designed a treatment

blocks and high interfacial tension, rely on our XpediateTM

using 550 gallons of XpediateTM ME-310 Com-

line of CnF products to help you:

Designed and delivered a rig-less treatIncreased production from 2 to 12 bopd

plex nano-Fluid displaced into the formation
followed by a 30 barrel 2% KCI flush. The well

Enhance Better. Recover More.

Enhance Better. Recover More.

was shut in for 72 hours.
For more information, please contact us:
We recommended observing the well head

XCHEM, a Clariant Company

pressure increases and when stabilized, circulat-

2730 Technology Forest Boulevard The
Woodlands, TX 77381
T : (+1) 281 296 3237

ing the well for 24 hours followed by flowing to
the production tanks to remove solids and fluid.

This information relates only to the specific material designated and may not be valid for such material used in combination with any other materials or in any process. Such information is, the best of our
knowledge and belief, accurate and reliable as of the date compiled. However, no representation, warranty or guarantee is made as to its accuracy, reliability or completeness. It is the user’s responsibility to
satisfy himself as to the suitability and completeness of such information for his own particular use. We do not accept liability for any loss or damage that may occur from the use of this information nor do we offer
any warranty against patent infringement.
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